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Introduction

Climate Trends in PCT

This poster will focus on a new climate data record under development at
Remote Sensing Systems: Polarization Corrected Temperature or PCT.

The use of PCT to study climate variability and trends is not a new idea
(Spencer et al., 1998). PCT can be regarded as being quasi-independent of
our rain retrievals because the retrieval has a different physical basis and
uses different frequencies. Our rain retrievals (Hilburn and Wentz, 2008) are
sensitive to the total amount of liquid water in the column; whereas PCT is
sensitive to precipitation sized particles, especially ice. PCT comes from the
85 GHz channel; whereas our rain retrievals come from the 19 and 37 GHz
channels and do not use 85 GHz information. It is well known that PCT is
correlated with heavy convective rain. Since trends in precipitation are
largely driven by the trends in heavy precipitation in the tropics, we would
expect PCT trends to match rain trends.

Dual polarized (vertical and horizontal) passive microwave observations
provide two major pieces of information about precipitation: an emission
signal and a scattering signal. The emission signal comes from
attenuation by liquid water below the freezing level. This attenuation is
related to the surface rain rate via assumptions about the partitioning of
cloud and rain water, and the vertical profile of rain water. The scattering
signal is observed when the effective temperature is depressed by
scattering, primarily from ice above the freezing level, which is also
related to clouds and precipitation. The scattering signal is typically
represented by PCT.
The figure below shows an example of the spatial distribution of rain rate
(left) and PCT (right) for Hurricane Katrina, as seen by F13 SSM/I during
the morning pass on 28 August 2005 just before landfall. Note that while
both retrievals are provided on a 0.25-degree grid, PCT has a much
higher inherent spatial resolution. The spiral bands are more distinct in
PCT, and even an eye is evident. Our rain retrievals are based primarily
on the 19 and 37 GHz channels, which for SSM/I have nominal spatial
resolutions of 56 km and 32 km. PCT shown here has been calculated
from 85 GHz brightness temperatures, which for SSM/I have a resolution
of 14 km. Note that while our rain retrievals are available over the ocean
only, PCT data are available over all surface types (ocean, land, and ice).
In general, land and ice signals will "alias" into PCT, meaning that it
cannot always be interpreted as precipitation. This example is from the
local summertime, when PCT is least sensitive to land contamination of
the precipitation signal.

Theory

The brightness temperature at the top of the atmosphere seen by a
satellite radiometer is given by
TB = TBU + t (1 − r ) TS + r ( ΩTBD + t TBC ) 
where TBU and TBD are the upwelling and downwelling brightness
temperatures, t is the transmittance through the atmosphere, r is the
reflectivity of the sea surface (reflectivity = 1 - emissivity), Ω accounts for
nonspecular reflection, and TBC is the cosmic background temperature.
This model was developed by Wentz (1983, 1997) and forms the basis
for our satellite retrievals of SST, wind, vapor, and cloud.

Rather than analyzing the value of PCT itself, we instead analyzed the
number of occurrences of PCT below a threshold value. We used the
classical threshold of 250 K. The figure below shows that PCT does indeed
have similar variability and trends as rain rate. The trends were calculated
for ocean-only pixels, equatorward of 60 degrees, for the time period 19922006. For this time period, rain (black) has a trend of 1.60%/decade and
PCT (green) has a trend of 1.32%/decade. For comparison, water vapor
(blue) has a trend of 1.67%/decade for the same time period. Despite the
similar trends, there are notable differences in the time variability of rain and
PCT. For example, the 1998 El Nino is the strongest positive anomaly in
rain, but for PCT the 1992 El Nino had anomalies of similar magnitude.

The maps below show 1992-2006 mean (left) and trends (right) for rain (top)
and PCT (bottom). Overall the mean patterns are similar, but there are some
differences. Rain is maximum over the central and western tropical Pacific,
whereas PCT is maximum over the eastern Pacific off the west coast of
Panama. PCT and rain trends have surprisingly similar patterns, even down
to small scale features over the Bay of Bengal or Gulf of Mexico.

If we ignore nonspecular reflection and the cosmic background, and
assume the ocean-atmosphere system is isothermal with an effective
temperature of TE, we get
2
TB = TE 1 − t r
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For t =1, TE is the sea surface temperature; and for t =0, TE is the
effective temperature of the upwelling radiation. Use of dual polarization
measurements gives two equations in two unknowns ( t 2 and TE):
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TBH = TE 1 − t r H
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TBV = TE 1 − t rV

)

If we combine these equations to eliminate TE and solve for t 2, we get:
2
TBV − TBH
t =
r H TBV − rV TBH
The transmission is nonlinearly related to the attenuation and depends
on the spatial variability of liquid water in the footprint ("the beamfilling
effect"). Attenuation is related to the total liquid water in the path. The
total liquid water is related to the surface rain rate knowing the relative
partitioning of rain and cloud water, and the vertical profile of rain water.
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b
=
If we multiply the TBH equation by
r H and subtract the TBV equation
to eliminate t 2 to solve for TE, we get:
b TBH − TBV
TE =
≡ PCT
b −1
Thus, PCT is equal to the effective temperature when the ratio of V to H
reflectivity is known. Over the ocean, the H-pol reflectivity is about twice
V-pol, so b has a value around 0.5. The classical definition of PCT
(Spencer et al., 1989) uses a constant global value of b =0.45, which
gives:
PCT85 = 1.818TBV − 0.818TBH

PCT: Precipitation vs Land
The images below show the percentage of PCT values below the 250 K
threshold for January (left) and July (right) 2003. When the percentage
exceeds 10%, the maps are colored white. The seasonal cycle in land
surface temperature is clearly seen. In January, the northern hemisphere
has large areas where PCT frequently drops below the 250 K threshold. In
July, these areas in the northern hemisphere have retreated to the far north.
The southern hemisphere in July shows an extended ice edge compared to
January, and high altitude areas (such as the Andes and New Zealand) are
prominent. Using a PCT threshold that depends on surface temperature
may reduce some of this aliasing of the land signal into the precipitation
signal. However a certain amount of aliasing is unavoidable due to the
nature of PCT itself. Quantifying the relative amounts of precipitation signal
and land signal in PCT is an ongoing project.

